Certified Program
Video transcript
Katherina Hoelzer: Hi, I'm Katherina. And I
worked for Accenture since about two years
now.
Hooyar Fahim: My name is Hooyar. I work as
a Solution Architect, Accenture.
Manish Anand: I’m Manish Anand. I work as
Digital Technology Specialist based in
Stockholm.
Katherina: I am a Senior Analyst on our
experience platform with the focus on the
Adobe experience manager.
Hooyar: I think implementing Adobe
experience cloud solutions the past five years.
Classical has from the lens to take ondemand training courses, solution partner.
Manish: Accenture being a platinum partner
with Adobe gave me unlimited access to
useful learning articles, videos, CDs, and webbased trainings.
Katherina: Also, can have real experience in
a project where you work with experts on
your side and where you can learn from them
as well.
Hooyar: After having some experiences you
can take the certification exam.
Katherina: You have a theoretical part and
also a hands-on part.
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Manish: You initiate a certification request in
Accenture portal and then your training
manager process it based on your business
requirement. And then of course your
aspirations.
Katherina: You just register for the training
participate and study on your own time or
also get the experience on the project.
Manish: If you pass you certification details
are automatically moved to Accenture forty
and you'll get a certified flag.
Katherina: If you want to get certified, my
biggest advice is to use your network.
Accenture offers a huge network of experts
who you can approach and ask questions
about the solution or the exam itself.
Hooyar: Accenture has a great partnership in
Adobe reach all kinds of materials and
sources.
Manish: If you want to get certified book, a
test spent on time every day until you right
the exam.
Katherina: And use the sandbox that are
provided by Accenture and, get as much
training and practical experience as possible.
Manish: Remember, having your Adobe
certification is proof that you're competent
and your clients are likely to trust your abilities
when backed up by proof of your
qualifications.

